


Documenting Artwork at Home I 3D 

Most of your audience will see your work as a digital representation, so it is important to take 
your time and make the images as accurate and high quality as possible. A little preparation 
and care will make up for the lack of fancy equipment. The better the documentation, the 
better opportunity you will have for grants, jobs, shows, and getting into school. 

Items for documenting 3D work: 
-a camera phone or camera
-flexible poster board or neutral fabric
-tape
-white foam core board
-a large, flat surface (table)
-VSCO camera app
Suggested items:
-tripod with cell phone adapter
-painter's lights
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1. Find your light source. Determine whether
you wish to use a natural source from a window/
outside, or an artificial light source like a clip
lamp. Set up your flat surface (table) so that
your light source is off to the front and side of
your artwork- see diagram .

2. Set up your backdrop. Tape one edge of the
neutral fabric or poster board to the wall, and
tape the other edge to the flat surface. Ensure
your backdrop has a gradual arc or sweep.

3. Place your artwork. Place your artwork on
the flat surface, not too close to the arc of your
backdrop.

4. Set up your bounce. Use a large piece of
white paper, foam core, or other large white
surface as a bounce. Place opposite your light
source, just out of frame, to bounce some light
on the darker side of your work.

5. Take the photo. Take multiple images,
ensuring all of your artwork is visible and in
focus and properly exposed. Ensure your
camera or phone is at the height of your artwork
to eliminate distortion, and photograph! Move in
closer to take detail shots of texture if desired.










